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ANSWER:

Watch the Video on this FAQ: Specific issues in the Trump NTA policy for
denials [2]
Video Transcript
If the RFE looks like it is really difficult to win, maybe leave USA while it is pending and wait
outside if the case gets approved, get a visa and come back, but there you could have a
problem. The visa stamping can take a long time, but of course if you have an existing visa
you can return on that but if you don't have an existing visa for eg: H-1B visa and you have to
apply for a new one, then be prepared for delays and I would always prepare clients or
employers to send the work to your home country wherever you are because it is perfectly
legal to be working outside USA while you wait for the visa stamping.
On the other hand the NTA does not say you cannot file appeal. Hence it is a really bad policy
created by Trump. More... [2]

Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as
oral communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or
syntactical form.
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Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as
oral communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or
syntactical form.
Unless the context shows otherwise, all answers here were provided by Rajiv [5]
and were compiled and reported by our editorial team from comments and blog on
immigration.com [6]
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